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ABSTRACT 
Virtual Reality display technologies are limited to wearable gadgets affecting the comfort of users. This paper shows updated 
variation of intelligently interface human and PCs in Three-Dimensional space without wiring or adjusting the articles or 
individuals. Ourprojection frameworks utilize PC vision based color rectificationand processing of the image to project onto non-
perfect surfaces. This technology adequately paints this present reality with computerized light.Any surface can turn into an 
intelligent projection screen permitting non-equipped spaces to be changed into an augmented environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

These days, three-dimensional modeling is required in various applications, for example, crisis 

administrations, route navigation systems, Space Simulation, Military training, Telepresence, Telemedicine, 

Surgery simulation applications, Computerized demonstrating, foundation reviews, urban plan, Entertainment, 

Augmented Reality and more others.  

As of late, RGB-D sensors have been broadly used in concurrent restriction and mapping issues. Such 

sensors can give a hued three-dimensional point cloud that is very helpful for online maps. The benefits we get 

when compared with laser filtering are minimal price and effort, high performance, and exceedingly adaptable. 

By what method can intelligent PC interfaces be made on anyplace in a space without wiring or changing 

items or on the individuals? We propose utilizing RGB camera, Infra-Red Projector and Infra-Red Camera for 

Three-Dimensional scanning and combine the advantages of PC vision based color rectification and processing of 

the image for interactive projections onto non-perfect surfaces. 

 The principle objective of our research is to make gadgets fit for implementing the omnipresent processing 

vision of wherever PC access and consistent reconciliation of PCs with this present reality. In any case, dissimilar 

to the most usually proposed gadgets that need to be either worn or carried by the client. We are exploring 

technologies that can make intelligent presentations with the insignificant physical change to the client or to the 

environment. 

The previous work by Claudio Pinhanez, Rick Kjeldsen, Anthony Levas, Gopal Pingali, Mark Podlaseck, 

NoiSukaviriya, T.J. Watson, IBM Research titled “Applications of Steerable Projector-Camera Systems” presents 

different purposes of wireless PC access in any situation. It supports the utilization of the steerable projected 

interface. They concentrate on distinctive application models that investigate the capability of steerable interfaces. 

These applications utilize vision frameworks that distinguish point-and click interaction, toolbar scrolling, and 

simple user activity recognition. Their technology coped with the changes in the pattern of user interaction caused 

by moving the interface to another surface, which modifies the relative size and orientation of the motion. In 

some ways, these applications required PC vision frameworks that are more versatile to logical changes than as of 
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now utilized vision frameworks. The Steerable interfaces presented in the referred paper where made by fitting a 

container/tilt reflect into an LCD projector and consolidating it with a container/tilt/zoom camera. It is not down 

to earth to introduce sets of projector-cameras confronting each conceivable surface. Indeed, even in the far-

fetched case that projectors turn out to be amazingly modest, establishment of these gadgets will at present be 

expensive and also not easy to carry. Far more detestable, any adjustment in the setup of nature will require 

installation and re-wiring of numerous gadgets. In this paper, we showcase a more economical, reliable and easy 

to carry solution which consist of CPU, LCD Projector, RGB camera, IR projector and camera. 

 

Related Works: 

Deviceless interaction with projected images in view of video preparing was spearheaded in the 1980s by 

Krueger in frameworks that regularly utilized an illuminated white background to simplify segmentation. Real-

time static background segmentation turned into a reality in the 1990s, remarkably in the “ALIVE” framework 

and the method has been a foundation of most division work in vision based gesture acknowledgment.  

Distinctive proposals have been made to utilize hand or body motions to cooperate with the projected 

displays. In general, motion based communication techniques tend to can be categorized as one of two classes: 

either variations of a point-and-click paradigm or application-specific pose or motion gestures. Both these 

methodologies have impediments. While the point-and-click, approach is regularly not appropriate to hand 

indicating due constrained determination and the lack of a natural “click”, a substantial number of application-

specific gestures makes interfaces complex: Clients need to learn and execute these gestures to a great extent 

without criticism. 

 

Proposed Methodology: 

We start by presenting a projector-vision framework whose geometric correspondence is free of any changes 

in the display environment. To deal with photometric changes, our technique utilizes the blunders between the 

sought and measured appearance of the display. 

The key novel part of our calculation is that we consolidate a math-based model with the feedback element 

input to accomplish continuous adjustment to the evolving environment. We combine the techniques of dynamic 

depth data refurbishment, surface construction from RGB-D using iterative closest point algorithm, gesture 

recognition, object identification and tracking. Our technology can comprehensively be applied to help HCI, 

representation, shape recuperation, and simulation applications.  

 

 
A. Hardware and Software Requirements: 

Hardware: CPU, LCD projector, Depth sensor (IR camera and projector) and RGB camera. 

Software: OpenNI Frame work, OpenCV Framework, Java and Processing (Programming language 

development and executable environments). 

 

B. Specification of the Sensors: 

The table below shows the sensor specifications: 

 
Table I: Sensor Specifications 

Parameter Value 

Resolution of Color / Infrared camera 640*480 pixel 

Depth resolution 2-40 mm 

Depth range 0.4-4.0 m 

Video frame rate 30 fps 

Focal length depth 5.453±0.012 mm 

Focal length color 4.884±0.006 mm 

Infrared wavelength 830 nm 

Power supply USB + AC DC 

Power consumption 12 watts 
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C. Texture Mapping and Depth Restoration 

The goal of the proposed framework is to acknowledge the dynamic depth and 3-D model from the surface 

map. Depth data is generated by the depth sensor (IR projector and camera) as info and deliver a refined depth 

map as yield. The holes filling, object boundary corrected and the adjusted pixel with RGB picture is the vision 

of refinement of the depth map. 

 
 

The above figure proves the possibility of generating Three-dimensional model by extracting Depth data 

from IR and color cameras. However, to achieve our objective, we proposed some progression for refinement 

and 3-D display from mapped surface. To start with depth video preprocessing is done. Next step is dynamic 

depth restoration and morphological change to enhance smoothness and sequential boundary correction. The 

blend of spatial 2-D separating and filling holesoperation with noise correction results in enhancement and depth 

hole filling. The warping operation is implemented to create a 3-D display from texture map towards the end of 

the process. The yield of RBG camera and Depth sensors is an RGB video and Depth information which is 

processed for pre-processing. 

 

 
Depth restoration output 
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D. Gesture Recognition for User Input: 

A client's cooperation with the Everywhere Display are identified with a solitary dish/tilt/zoom camera that is 

directed to take over the projected picture. A dream framework looks at the video stream for client activities and 

creates occasions for the application programming. The camera is found adjoining the mirror, gathering so that 

the camera's perspective of the client's hand communicating with the display is for the most part blocked just on 

the off chance that she blocks the projected picture itself, a circumstance that is obvious to the clients and which 

we accept she will quickly correct. 

The vision framework makes no endeavor to show the client's action. Rather, it looks at parts of the video 

stream for picture occasions that demonstrate a client has connected with a gadget, and creates an application 

occasion accordingly. 

We have actualized two sorts of gadgets for this framework: a button the client touches, and a tracking 

region where the location the client is indicating at is resolved. In both cases the vision framework first decides 

when and where the client is indicating. For buttons, it then searches for a button touch, movement in the 

direction of the guiding fingertip. For following it passes the fingertip position through a transfer function like 

that depicted into acquiring a satisfying directing progression, and translates to the coordinate system of the 

region. 

 

E. Pointing, Button Touch Detection and Object Tracking: 

Recognizing the client's hand in the setting projector displays a few difficulties. For one the presence of the 

client's hand changes definitely as it travels through the projection. This makes procedures based on color or 

appearance unusable. So also, Procedures in view of background subtraction frequently give temperamental 

outcomes, as the projected picture can totally overpower the inherent color of the moving surface. Subsequently, 

large portions of the procedures utilized as a part of other gesture acknowledgment frameworks won't work with 

projected presentations. 

Despite the fact that the presence of an object will change as it moves over a projected picture, it will make 

an area of changed pixels that holds the fundamental state of the moving object. In this way, every video frame is 

subtracted from the frame before it, and noise is expelled with computational morphology. 

At the point when individuals connect with touch or point at something, they utilize a variety of hand shapes, 

yet constantly there is a finger that expands more distant than the rest by some amount leading the way. We 

accept this fingertip gives the most exact estimate of where a client is indicating. 

A button touch event is defined to occur when a fingertip is in the vicinity of a button, travels away from the 

user to a point within the button and then returns to the user. Button touches are distinguished by inspecting the 

hand direction for a few particular examples that demonstrate this kind of movement.  

Our vision framework was worked to perceive the touching of a button, the picture of a catch has a 

tendency to inspire from the client a marginally different gesture, the pressing of the button. Furthermore, our 

framework is designed to intelligently identify and track the objects which allow the users in simulation 

applications making projections on 3D moving objects of our interest. 
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F. Calibration: 

In our approach, prior to the mapping of depth qualities to RGB pixels occur the framework is calibrated to 

acquire the characteristic and extraneous parameters by projecting a chessboard patterned design with 8 unique 

orientations and capturing it with a camera set in a perfect projector position before the projected range. The 

parameters characterize the optical and geometrical properties of both the cameras and also the relationship 

between them.  

First, the matrix H was stacked during the start of the rendering application. Then, the 4x4 matrix A was 

constructed. 

 
Inside the rendering setup, the matrix Q (Projected) was computed using a camera and viewport data. It was 

then modified by the matrix A 

Q’= Q*A 

 

Conclusion and Future Works: 

In this paper, we exhibited the handiness of the strategy for Three-dimensional Intelligent projector vision 

application, which could be stretched out to a bigger environment. Using Java, Processing, OpenCV and 

OpenNI frameworks, we built a simple program as a test for our proposed algorithm which performs Texture 

mapping and depth restoration, Gesture Recognition, object tracking and calibration whose results have been 

attached as screenshots. Future work will concentrate on further upgrading the structure that will improve the 

solution coordinating laser scanning and inertial estimation unit sensors. 
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